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Dominants social development countries

Economic power

Education

Protection health

Social justice and inclusion

Infrastructure and access to services

Innovation and technological progress :



Modern research in the field social development countries 

reveal various dominants, which affect this one process :

Economical stability and growth

Social justice and inclusion

Quality education and access to it

Protection health and medical help

Innovation and technological progress



Social justice in the post-war period period

 Social protection system

 support poor people layers people

 development social infrastructure

Inclusion citizens in the post-war period period

software equal rights and opportunities for all citizens , regardless from their

social status, ethnic belonging or religious beliefs



Forecast of the Government regarding basic 

predictive indicators development of Ukraine for 

2024−2026
 the average monthly salary of employees is 21,809 hryvnias in 2024 , 25,732 hryvnias in 2025 , and 30,260 

hryvnias in 2026 .

 index - adjusted salary consumer prices will increase by 8.5% in 2024 , by 8.9% in 2025, and by 9.1% in 2026 .

 wage fund hired employees and financial support servicemen in 2024 will amount to 2,346.3 billion hryvnias , in 

2025 - 2,316.3 billion hryvnias , in 2026 - 2,710.6 billion hryvnias .

 Level unemployment population aged 15-70 according to the methodology International organizations labor in 

2024, 18.7 % to working hours is predicted strength corresponding age , in 2025 - 17.7%, in 2026 - 15%.

 is expected that number busy economic 12.3 million people aged 15-70 in 2024 , 12.7 million people in 2025 , and 

13 million people in 2026 .

 With it is predicted that productivity labor in 2024 will grow by 4.2%, in 2025 - by 3.3%, in 2026 - by 3.8% 

compared to the previous year.



FORECAST OF SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF UKRAINE 

FOR 2024-2026
Indicator 2024 2025 2026

forecast

Gross Domestic Product:

nominal, billion hryvnias

7643 8980.6 10421.8

percent to the previous year 104.6 106.8 106.6

Consumer price index:

December to December of the previous year, percentages 109.7 106.1 106.9

The unemployment rate of the population aged 15-70 

according to the methodology of the International Labor 

Organization, as a percentage of the labor force of the 

corresponding year

18.7 17.7 15

The balance of the trade balance, determined according to 

the methodology of the balance of payments, million dollars. 

USA

-40172 -27044 -25433
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